
Willow Class Summer Term 2 Spellings 
We will monitor how your child is doing each week through dictation and a variety of spelling games and activities.  

Week 1 beg  

01.06.20 

Week 2 beg  

08.06.20 

Week 3 beg 

15.06.20 

Week 4 beg 

22.06.20 

Week 5 beg 

29.06.20 

Week 6 beg 

6.07.20 

words with the prefixes 

un-, dis-, mis- and re- 

Review words from 

the 3/4 spelling list 

Review words from 

the 3/4 spelling list 

Review words from 

the 3/4 spelling list 

Review words from 

the 3/4 spelling list 

Review words from 

the 3/4 spelling list 

disable disappoint 
dismal displease 

dispose dissatisfied 
dissimilar disturb 

misbehave 
mischievous miserable 

misfit misplace 
misprint misspell 

mistake recycle refund 
remember renew  

learn 
length 
library 

material 
medicine 
mention 
minute 
natural 
naughty 
notice 

occasion 
occasionally 

often 
opposite 
ordinary 

particular 
peculiar 
perhaps 
popular 
position 

possess 
possession 

possible 
potatoes 
pressure 
probably 
promise 
purpose 
quarter 

question 

regular 
reign 

remember 
sentence 
separate 
special 
straight 
strange 
strength 
suppose 

therefore 
though 

although 
thought 
through 
various 
woman 
women 

 

Fancy a challenge? 

 repeat research 
unable unbelievable 
uncertain undecided 
uneven unfinished 

unnecessary unofficial 

occasionally 
often 

opposite 
ordinary particular 

peculiar 
perhaps 
popular  

    

Activity :  Try and write your words in your homework book 5 times. By the end of the week you should be able to write them without looking! 

Stairsteps: Write the words 

as if they are stairs, adding 

one letter at a time. 

o S 

o Sp 

o Spe 

o Spel 

o Spell 

Use a spelling app: 

eg Squeebles (google 

squeebles spelling test) 

 

 

  

Rainbow writing 

Choose a word and write 

each letter in a colour of 

the rainbow. 

Water writing 

Use a tray of water and 

a paintbrush to water 

paint the spelling words.  

Words can disappear 

quickly—so spellers have 

to move fast! 

Type it Out: Open up a 

Word document and have 

your child type the spelling 

words on the 

screen as you call them out. 

Enlarge the font and make it 

a cool colour. 

Magic writing: Pretend 

your finger is a pencil. 

Write in the air in huge 

writing, write on your hand, 

on the kitchen worktop. 

Feel the shape of the 

letters.  

 

Post its Write your 

spelling words on a set of 

post its and put them 

round the house or on the 

bathroom wall.  

 


